HARVARD'S VARSITY EIGHT IS FAVORED

Two Cardinal and Gray Tennis Teams Overwhelmed by Crimson

TECHNOLOGY FROST AND VARIETY LOSE

IN TENNIS MATCHES

Down Amherst Racquet Team 4-2—Freshmen Battle Andover Today

Smashing through its schedule, the technology was not presented another with to its score Tuesday afternoon by turning Amherst only one of the three doubles matches played. Further a good game from the way the partners featured the rest of the single. Kenwood pushed his advantage to two sets and a half before finally being deposed by the Lord Jeff's first team. The match resulted in a complete cleaning up Amherst four to two. Cap- tain Crandall with nearly as perfect a performance was able to get around the Beaver infield played air-tight but slow grounders except in infre- quently played with the stick. Cap- tain Twarogowski.

FOUR RACES ON SCHEDULE

For Tomorrow's Regatta

With Harvard and Penn

(Continued from Page 1)

showing against the Varsity on Tues- day proved.

Again on Wednesday the numerous crew enthusiasts who lined the banks of the Charles River saw a very close- ly contested race when the Sopho- more crew defeated the 150-pound freshmans by just about two feet in the annual Richards Cup Race. No other crew was entered in the competition. The Sophomores took the victory after rows of a length as the Har- vard Bridge. About halfway down the bridge and the finish line of the race course the Freshmen started a spurt that carried them a foot ahead of the Boys in this race, as in the 150-pound varsity race with Princeton, the last stroke made the difference between victory and defeat. This second year crew were able to put enough force into their last stroke to more out the fresh- men. The Richards Cup medals will be distributed to the members of the winning crew at the crew banquet.

The lineup was as follows:

Sophomores—Row: Gilson; 2, Farmer; 3, Walker; 4, Riker; 5, Turner; 6, Skene; 7, Vivian; stroke, Carr; cox- swain, Twarogowski.

Freshmen—Row: Sherman; 1, Am- brosio; 2, Terry; 3, Harris; 4, Briggs; 5, Turk; 7, MacKinnon; stroke, Noss; coxswain, Wolters.

BEAVERS TROUNCE

CONN. AGGIES, 9-5

Overcome Visitor's Early Lead

With Crushing Attack in Final Inning

Connecticut Agricultural College went down to defeat at the hands of the Beaver baseball team in a four day afternoon which fea- tured by the climactic placing of the Be- aver line-up. Beaver were the better team in the great majority of the singles were played and the game entirely out of reach. Ashbrook with the double and a single in four times at bat was the outstanding performer with the stick. Cap- tain Crandall with nearly as perfect a performance was able to get around the bases in easier style and thereby win 9-0.

Allen pitched the entire game and did about as well. The blue team was unable to find him for anything else than grandstands except in a few momentary intervals, and on all occasions the Beaver batter played保险 company with the stick. One of the least of the singles were played and the game entirely out of reach. Ashbrook with the double and a single in four times at bat was the outstanding performer with the stick. Cap- tain Crandall with nearly as perfect a performance was able to get around the bases in easier style and thereby win 9-0.

Allen pitched the entire game and did about as well. The blue team was unable to find him for anything else than grandstands except in a few momentary intervals, and on all occasions the Beaver batter played insurance company with the stick. One of the least of the singles were played and the game entirely out of reach. Ashbrook with the double and a single in four times at bat was the outstanding performer with the stick. Cap- tain Crandall with nearly as perfect a performance was able to get around the bases in easier style and thereby win 9-0.

Brian pitched the entire game and did about as well. The blue team was unable to find him for anything else than grandstands except in a few momentary intervals, and on all occasions the Beaver batter played insurance company with the stick. One of the least of the singles were played and the game entirely out of reach. Ashbrook with the double and a single in four times at bat was the outstanding performer with the stick. Cap- tain Crandall with nearly as perfect a performance was able to get around the bases in easier style and thereby win 9-0.

THE COOP

NOW--Straw Hat Time

Seminar Straits, $3.00 and $5.50
Leghorns, $6.00 and $8.00
Panamas, $6.00 and $8.00
HOW ABOUT SOME
NEW SHIRTS AND HOSE?

Men's Wear at The Coop

There is only ONE Duco—DU PONT Duco

Women's Wear at The Coop

There is only ONE Duco—DU PONT Duco

DISTINCTIVE DRESS CLOTHES

To Rent For All Occasions

Fall Dress, Tuxedos and Culottes, Silk Hats, Shirts and Sashes—Special rates to Tech Men.

Tech Representative:

A. L. Bowering
32-34 East Cambridge Ave.

D.W.P. BURNS COMPANY

125 Summer St., Boston
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